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“Truth is one, paths are many” - Mahatma Gandhi
“The truth is rarely pure, and never simple” - Oscar Wild

Introduction
There is a trend of rapidly growing use of echocardiography in emergency settings by non-cardiologists or cardiologists without specific
expertise. Therefore, the European Association of Cardiovascular
Imaging (EACVI) has been urged to address this important issue and
set the standards for adequate education and training, for the safe
and efficient use of echocardiography in emergency care.1 It has
been recognized that performing echocardiographic examinations
in emergency situations is challenging and that both interpretation
errors and missed findings are likely to occur more frequently. Consequently, the position of the EACVI is that the level of competence
in echocardiography required for emergency cases is at least the

same as for elective cases. Accordingly, the EACVI recommended
competence requirements for emergency echocardiography are the
same for cardiologists and non-cardiologists, i.e. anaesthesiologists,
emergency physicians, intensive care specialists, cardiac surgeons,
cardiac physiologists (individuals owing a cardiac physiology degree
and subsequent appropriate echocardiography training and certification, working in team with cardiologists and cardiac surgeons). It was
proposed that non-cardiologists should reach the same level of expertise through a training programme similar with the training programme for general cardiologists, with additional theoretical
learning on certain cardiovascular diseases/conditions.1
We are also witnessing an evolving trend of using cardiac ultrasound examination as a bedside, point-of-care diagnostic test in
emergency settings, examination named ‘Focus Cardiac Ultrasound’
(FoCUS).
Current EACVI recommendations refer to emergency echocardiography and not to FoCUS.1 Therefore, the EACVI, as the reference
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The concept of point-of-care, problem-oriented focus cardiac ultrasound examination (FoCUS) is increasingly applied in the settings of medical
emergencies, including cardiac diseases. The European Association of Cardiovascular Imaging (EACVI) recognizes that cardiologists are not the
only medical professionals dealing with cardiovascular emergencies. In reality, emergency cardiac diagnostics and treatment are also carried out by
a wide range of specialists. For the benefit of the patients, the EACVI encourages any medical professional, sufficiently trained to obtain valuable
information from FoCUS, to use it in emergency settings. These medical professionals need to have the necessary knowledge to understand the
obtained information entirely, and to use it correctly, thoughtfully and with care. In this document, the EACVI underlines major differences
between echocardiography and FoCUS, and underscores the need for specific education and training in order to fully utilize advantages and minimize drawbacks of this type of cardiac ultrasound examination in the critically ill patients.
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European echocardiographic community representative, should
briefly address this issue.
Of note, this document is not a systematic review of current
FoCUS practice.

Purpose
The purpose of this document is to outline the position of the EACVI
on the use of FoCUS in the emergency settings, to underline major
differences between echocardiography and FoCUS, and to reinforce
the need for specific education and training in order to fully utilize
advantages and minimize drawbacks of this type of cardiac ultrasound
examination in the critically ill patients.

Terminology

Imaging devices
The whole spectrum of echocardiographic machines, from high-end,
fully equipped platforms to pocket-size imaging devices, can be used
for FoCUS.
However, due to logistics as well as to the narrow scope of the
FoCUS examinations, smaller, especially hand-held and pocket-size
imaging devices are used more frequently. Current pocket-size
imaging devices offer diagnostic-quality two-dimensional and, in part,
colour Doppler cardiac imaging in real-time providing the ability to
measure only linear dimensions.4 The small size makes them attractive
for all operators performing FoCUS examinations. Purely, qualitative
assessment performed with pocket-size imaging devices has demonstrated good level of diagnostic accuracy for both experienced and
non-experienced operators.5 – 8 However, it should be acknowledged
that image quality is generally inferior when compared with high-end
systems, and that this might be particularly important in difficult
patients, resulting in technically suboptimal studies, leading to less reliable findings.4,6,9 – 11 The operator must be fully aware of these

Expectations and limitations of the
FoCUS
The crucial difference between echocardiography and FoCUS in
emergency settings, with the assumption that both are performed
and interpreted in a competent manner, is the amount of information
obtained. FoCUS examination provides sufficient information for
mostly qualitative gross assessment of cardiac morphology and function, reported as ‘absent/present’, or ‘yes/no’ (i.e. qualitative assessment). Being an inherently limited approach, FoCUS examination
carries additional risks of overlooking important abnormalities and
of false readings of an incomplete dataset. Although these types of
errors could certainly occur also during echocardiography, their
expected rates might be considerably higher for the FoCUS, and
can be especially high in situations where the operators are not
fully trained in echocardiography and/or cardiology.1 It should be
emphasized that failure to appreciate the limitations of the FoCUS
(Table 1) may lead to serious misinterpretation of the findings with
potentially devastating clinical consequences. Recognition of these
limitations, therefore, must be incorporated in any training protocol
for the FoCUS.
Finally, a FoCUS operator should not overestimate his own
expertise and need to refer the patient to echocardiographic examination whenever possible, particularly in situations in which FoCUS,
although diagnostic, is not sufficient for accurate decision-making.

Education and training frame
The concept of point-of-care, problem-oriented FoCUS examination has been actively promoted by different professional organizations,12 – 14 with a number of initiatives aiming to set up, standardize
and support education and training, and to facilitate research
related to the application of this concept in in- and out-of-thehospital emergency situations, including cardiac emergencies.
Increasing interest among a wide range of physicians of different
specialities involved in managing patients in emergency settings has

Table 1 Clinically relevant limitations of the FoCUS
when compared with comprehensive echocardiography
1.

Technical inferiority of the imaging devices typically used for FoCUS
examination compared with fully equipped high-end
echocardiographic machines

2.
3.
4.

Limited skills and experience of the operators
Typically unfavourable settings (emergencies, critically ill, time
constrains)
Narrow list of detectable evidence-based targets

5.

‘Absent/Present’ or ‘Yes/No’ reporting style (related to 1– 4)

6.

Subtle/complex cardiac abnormalities (i.e. regional asynergy)
difficult to assess (related to 1 –4)
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Echocardiography is a comprehensive investigation, requiring
maximum technical skills along with expertise in cardiovascular
pathophysiology and cardiovascular diseases. Thus, the term echocardiography refers to comprehensive standard echocardiography in
emergency settings, i.e. emergency echocardiography, which
always represents a full echocardiographic investigation of cardiac
morphology and function, using fully equipped echocardiographic
machines, performed by a sufficiently trained operator who is able
to independently perform and interpret the study.1
The term FoCUS defines the point-of-care cardiac ultrasound examination, performed according to standardized but restricted scanning
protocol to add information to the physical examination, by an operator not necessarily fully trained in echocardiography but appropriately trained in FoCUS, who is at the same time usually responsible for
immediate decision-making and/or treatment.2,3
Both cardiologists and non-cardiologists can perform either echocardiography examinations or FoCUS, depending on clinical circumstances, existing equipment, and expertise. FoCUS is typically used by
non-cardiologists who underwent minimal training, but can also be
performed by fully trained cardiologists or cardiac physiologists in
emergency settings.

technical limitations and examinations performed with pocket-size
imaging devices must be only reported as a complement to physical
examination, and not as a complete echocardiogram.4
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Table 2 Evidence-based targets of FoCUS
examination and related emergency cardiovascular
scenarios/conditions that might be addressed
Targets
Global LV systolic function and size
Global RV systolic function and size
Pericardial effusion
Intravascular volume assessment
Scenarios
Circulatory compromise/shock
Cardiac arrest
Chest pain
Chest/cardiac trauma
Respiratory compromise
Conditions
Ischaemic LV/RV Dysfunction
Cardiomyopathies (i.e. DCM, HCM, Takotsubo)
Myocarditis
Cardiac tamponade
Pulmonary embolism
Hypovolaemia
DCM, dilated cardiomyopathy; HCM, hypertrophic cardiomyopathy; LV, left
ventricular; RV, right ventricular.

who perform the FoCUS to integrate cardiac ultrasound findings in
clinical context, for the best possible patient management.
Knowing the complexity of the topic and diversity of medical professionals who undergo training in FoCUS, it seems unlikely that
strictly predefined minimal number of hours of hands-on image acquisition training or the number of personally performed and/or
interpreted cases, would ever fit for all. The available literature
clearly reflects this diversity.2,3,12 – 21 However, since the competency
in FoCUS should be the minimal net result of the training process, the
number of required hours/studies might be adjusted for each trainee
according to the results of the competency evaluation incorporated
into the ongoing training process. General tools for the assessment of
competency in FoCUS currently do not exist and each respective
specialty should be encouraged to work on defining and implementing them in the training process.
It appears logical to recommend that a significant number of
FoCUS examinations should be performed with the same imaging
device and under similar real-life clinical scenarios as for the ones
encountered when using FoCUS,3 instead of practising on stable
patients using fully equipped echocardiographic machines. This is
very important, since higher technical skills may be needed for
optimal image acquisition in unfavourable emergency settings comparing to echo scanning in stable, elective conditions.1
It is also important that the case mix of performed FoCUS
examinations during the training process covers the full range of
critical/life-saving scenarios representative for the trainee’s scope
of practice.
Finally, we recommend that FoCUS training programmes ensure
that the operators are aware of their own capacity and limitations,
given the specific equipment and different situations. Only in this
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been driven further by the availability of high-quality small or pocketsize imaging devices. On the other hand, there is an obvious shortage
of cardiologists fully trained in echocardiography at all locations
where medical emergencies occur. Therefore, we believe that the
EACVI should encourage any medical professional, sufficiently
trained to obtain valuable information from FoCUS, to use it in emergency settings. Thus, all attempts at individual or professional organization levels, aiming to narrow this existing logistic gap between
obvious needs and available human resources are praised by the
EACVI.
The EACVI recognizes that cardiologists are not the only medical
professionals dealing with cardiovascular emergencies.1 In reality,
emergency cardiac diagnostics and treatment are also carried out
by wide range of specialists, including emergency physicians, intensive
care specialists, anaesthesiologists, and cardiac surgeons. In addition, in life-threatening scenarios, fellows in training in respective
specialities and even sonographers/cardiac physiologists can find
themselves in need of performing cardiac ultrasound scanning in an
attempt to obtain essential diagnostic information.
There are undisputable differences between existing educational
and training programmes for emergency echocardiography1 and
FoCUS.12,15 – 21 The differences are substantial, not only with
regard to content and duration of echocardiographic training,1,22 – 25
but also to specific content on emergency cardiovascular disease
for non-cardiologists. A variety of non-cardiology specialists perform
FoCUS in a variety of specific emergency situations within specific
patient populations. Being predominantly responsible for developing
education and training programmes for echocardiography,1,22 – 25 the
EACVI is not primarily in charge with the development and running of
FoCUS educational and training programmes. The key responsibility
for this lies in the hands of clinician’s/operator’s respective speciality
organizations and/or scientific bodies, which are fully aware of respective specialty-specific FoCUS use circumstances.
Currently, a variety of recommendations, statements, and protocols for education and training in FoCUS provided by respective
societies/organizations exists.2,3,12 – 21,26,27 Teaching courses for
FoCUS in emergency or critical care situations have been developed
in order to qualify individuals, after short, intensive and narrow
scope-oriented training28,29 meant to allow them to identify basic
but critical cardiac conditions and pathologies (Table 2). Studies
have shown that these findings may beneficially modify patient management,30 – 41 and predict outcome.42,43,44,45,46 We believe that
further expansion of the list of teaching and training targets for
FoCUS (i.e. valvular abnormalities, intracardiac masses, regional
wall motion analysis) would be associated with an increased risk of
improper use and errors.8 Assessment of these conditions in the
vast majority of cases requires significantly higher level of expertise
and should indicate referral for echocardiographic evaluation.
Recently, the EACVI has provided a list of emergency cardiovascular diseases/conditions to be included in additional learning
programmes for non-cardiologists in training on emergency echocardiography.1 We believe that this list should be incorporated in the
theoretical/didactic part of the FoCUS training programmes for
non-cardiologists. To which extent the listed conditions1 will be
addressed in particular training programmes for FoCUS should be
decided by each respective speciality responsible for running the
programme. Such specific theoretical knowledge will aid physicians
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way, it is ensured that FoCUS can improve diagnostics. The use of
FoCUS or simplified ultrasound devices should never deprive the
patient of the opportunity of a better diagnostic test.

Supervision, quality control,
echocardiographic service
Considering all features of FoCUS, referral for echocardiographic
examination must follow FoCUS as soon as possible, in all cases
with abnormal findings or non-diagnostic studies, and continuous
supervision and quality control are essential. Established emergency
echocardiography service in the hospital1 may provide professional,
educational, and training support for non-cardiologists performing
FoCUS, through 24 h availability of second opinion/consultative
or on-call service, team work (professional help, consultations,
regular reviewing of cases), and continuous supervision. Accredited
echocardiography laboratories should preferably be the hub for
quality control and supervision, where FoCUS cases should be
reviewed, re-evaluated, and discussed together with fully trained
and/or expert cardiologists.

Reporting and storage

Co-operation
Both reference echocardiography community representatives and
respective speciality societies/organizations currently involved in
FoCUS educational and training activities have the common aim to
expand and improve cardiac ultrasound examination practice for
the benefit of patients. Although approaches and proposed standards
to reach this aim may not always be the same, differences should be
debated and positions harmonized whenever possible.
The EACVI position is that all current and future activities related
to FoCUS should be done in close co-operation between respective
speciality societies/organizations already engaged in FoCUS educational and training activities, and the reference echocardiography
community representatives. This could be done by means of preparing recommendations and consensus documents,2,3 endorsing documents, adjusting educational and training programmes, running
research projects, and organizing joint professional and scientific
meetings.
This approach would certainly provide the mileu for true partnership and the basis for future developments in the field.

Summary of the EACVI viewpoint on FoCUS

FoCUS should only be used as a point-of-care cardiac ultrasound
examination, aimed to detect limited number of critical cardiac
conditions
FoCUS may provide key clinical information regarding the presence of
pericardial effusion/cardiac tamponade, left and right ventricular size
and function, intravascular volume status, and may aid
decision-making during cardiopulmonary resuscitation
FoCUS should never be considered or reported as echocardiographic
examination
Educational curriculum and training programme for FoCUS should be
designed and conducted by the specialty professional organizations/
societies involved in treating medical emergencies, including cardiac,
with continual collaboration with reference echocardiographic
communities
FoCUS should only be used by the operators who have completed
appropriate education and training programme, and who fully
understand and respect its scope and limitations
All patients with cardiovascular abnormalities detected by FoCUS
should be referred to echocardiographic examination as soon as
appropriate
If the underlying cardiovascular disease could not be definitively ruled
out in critically ill by FoCUS, echocardiography should be considered
FoCUS examinations should be recorded and permanently stored and
reports issued in a timely manner
Continual supervision and quality control of the FoCUS examinations
are essential, provided preferably by accredited echocardiographic
laboratories and emergency echocardiography services
Reference echocardiographic community representatives should
actively follow developments in the field and, whenever appropriate,
work on improving educational and training curricula in concert with
respective specialities professional societies/organizations, to deliver
the best possible care for the patients

Conclusions
The viewpoint of the EACVI on FoCUS is summarized in Table 3. The
EACVI fully acknowledges the efforts and achievements of individuals
and professional organizations that dedicate their activities to
improve emergency cardiac care using point-of-care FoCUS. At the
same time, the EACVI believes that only full implementation of education and training requirements for all professionals performing
FoCUS, will secure the accuracy and quality of the information
obtained with cardiac ultrasound in emergency settings. These
requirements should be defined by the respective specialty professional organizations/regulatory bodies in collaboration with the reference echocardiography community representatives.
The EACVI promotes and strongly supports systematic training in
echocardiography and emergency echocardiography, as a general
pre-requisite for full competence in collecting high-quality information with cardiac ultrasound and, consequently, optimal patient
management.
For critically ill patients, it is not important whether the life-saving
information is acquired by non-cardiologist performing FoCUS, or by
the expert cardiologist performing echocardiography. When such
information is available, it has to be used. However, for the benefit
of the patients, the involved medical professionals should have the
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As recommended for emergency echocardiography,1 FoCUS examination should be well and retrievably stored, including both the
report and the acquired images/cineloops. These data should be
stored permanently to be used for case reviews, consultations,
quality control purpose, and as evidence of findings in acute setting
for medico-legal purposes.
Since the time available to elaborate a FoCUS examination report
may be extremely brief, a concise report (written and/or verbal),
concentrating on critical findings and integrated into the decisionmaking process may be issued. However, this must be followed by
a final written report, interpreted, approved, and signed by the operators with adequate formal education.

Table 3
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necessary knowledge to understand the obtained information entirely, and to use it correctly, thoughtfully and with care.
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